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Mirror Images in al-Andalus: 
The Quest for Self-Identity 
in Two Arabic Travelogues*

CRISTIANA BALDAZZI

 Introductory Remarks

The two texts under consideration here are Riḥla ilà l-Mu’tamar (1893)1 by the 
Egyptian writer Aḥmad Zakī2 and Riḥla ilà bilād al-majd al-mafqūd (1933) by 
the Lebanese artist Muṣṭāfà Farrūkh3. Defined by the authors themselves as 

* This research essay pertains to the Department of Humanities’ common project “Transformations 
of the Human”, within the frame of the specific project “Identity and Diversity of the Subject in 
Natural and Social Contexts: a Historical and Philosophical Approach – Part I: Human Diversity in 
Context”, coordinated by Cinzia Ferrini.
1 I used Zakī 2013 edition.
2 A. Zakī was born in Alexandria in 1867. When his family moved to Cairo, he frequented the madrasat 
al-idāra (administrative school) where he studied French. He collaborated with the newspaper al-
Waqā’i‘ al-miṣriyya, worked as a translator and taught in the school of the Khedive and in the French 
Archeological Institute of Cairo. General Secretary of the Majlis al-uzarā’, Zakī represented Egypt in 
the International Congresses of the Orientalists (London 1892; Geneva 1894; Hamburg 1902; Athens 
1912) and he collaborated with important cultural institutions (Institut d’Egypt, Royal Geographical 
Society). He was among the promoters of al-Rābiṭa al-Sharqiyya. An eclectic scholar, translator and 
bibliophile, he built up a personal library (khazāna zakiyya) with 18,700 books and manuscripts which 
today forms part of the National Library of Cairo. His passion for Arabic culture earned him the title of 
shaykh al-‘urūba (“dean of Arabism”). He died in Cairo in 1934 and his tomb in Jiza is a funerary mosque 
which he himself had built after having visited many mausoleums on his travels in Europe.
3 M. Farrūkh was born in 1901 in Beirut of a modest family. As he himself recalls, he discovered 
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travelogues (Riḥlāt), these texts are modern works belonging to the category of 
adab al-riḥla (“travel writings”), a firmly established genre in Arabic literature 
that goes back to the ninth century. For all their modernity, they preserve some 
of the characteristics of that genre, such as the ṭalab al-‘ilm (“the pursuit of 
knowledge”), but reconsidered, according to the new requirements of society, 
in both cases the construction of a new nation. The destination chosen by both 
authors in question is Europe. Although not very frequently, journeys outside 
the territory of the Islam (dār al-islām) were undertaken even before the 
nineteenth century4, but they became increasingly frequent during the Nahḍa 
(“Renaissance”). It was in this phase of intellectual modernisation and reform that 
Europe became the example to follow in order to attain modernity and progress. 
The travelogues that from Takhlīṣ al-Ibrīz fī l-talkhīṣ Bārīz (1834) by Rifā‘a Rafi‘ 
al-Ṭahṭāwī onwards, while not constituting an actual body of writings, can be 
considered, to quote Newman, an “alterist literature” or, in other words, works 
“which deal with one or more aspects of the new continent, and the perceptions 
and responses to it by the traveler-author” (Newman 2002, 36). 

In this essay, I intend to focus on Spain and, in particular on al-Andalus (as 
the Arabs called the Iberian Peninsula during the period of Muslim domination 
711-1492)5, or Moorish Spain. From the end of the fourteenth century, al-
Andalus played a mythical role in Arabic literature as can be gauged by the 
vast production of the nostalgic and elegiac writings6. At the beginning of the 
nineteenth century al-Andalus also constituted a cultural reference point for the 
Europeans, inspiring various writers of the Romantic movement (Washington 
Irving, Chateaubriand, etc.). From the end of the nineteenth century to the 
present, al-Andalus and its heritage has attracted the attention of many Arab 

his artistic gift by chance and took drawing lessons from a young German. He immediately obtained 
good results and became a fine portrait painter. With the money he earned, he went to study in Rome 
from 1924 to 1927 at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts under the guidance of Antonio Calcagnadoro 
and Umberto Coromaldi. He moved to Paris in 1929 to complete his studies and in 1932 he returned 
to Beirut where he combined painting with teaching. Considered to be one of the pioneers of modern 
art, Farrūkh was very productive; some 5,000 pictures, including portraits, landscapes and scenes 
from everyday life, have been attributed to him. He died of leukemia in 1957. In 2003, a retrospective 
exhibition at the Sursock Museum of Beirut showed numerous works by him and a catalogue of the 
works was published.
4 See Matar 2003; Kilpatrick 2008.
5 The term however assumes different meanings, not only from the geographical point of view. 
For Stearn today the image of al-Andalus “is a pastiche of competing views” (Stearn 2009, 357). See 
also Wien who highlights al-Andalus both as a Golden Age and as a Paradise lost and the different 
a-historical interpretations that can be attributed to that term, comparing for example the loss of 
al-Andalus to that of Palestine (Wien 2017, 49-79). 
6 See Elinson 2009; Menocal et al. 2012; or also Balda-Tillier 2014, who deals above all with the 
idealised image of Granada.
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artists, intellectuals and writers7, who have made of it the object of a veritable 
Golden Age myth, addressing it from different perspectives and standpoints that 
have led to the production of a large number of works centered round Spain 
under the Moors: poems, short stories, novels, travel diaries, scholarly articles 
and music. 

The texts under consideration are of particular interest because, although 
different in scope and period of publication, they both contribute to the 
historical-artistic construction of a modern nation that, in itself, reveals the 
pliability of travel writing. Moreover, both travelogues are written in an elegant 
style and with descriptions in a highly poetic vein that manages to transmit 
to their countrymen, whether Egyptian or Lebanese, the magnificence and 
beauty of the art of al-Andalus. Although they adopt the by now consolidated 
modes of travel writing, these works go far beyond mere descriptions limited 
to the mathematical dimensions of a painting, or a place; rather they create an 
innovative critical-artistic way of writing that involves the reader emotively. 

In the two texts under consideration the relationship with otherness takes 
on different tonalities compared to the way it is experienced in other European 
countries. The reasons for this are obvious: in the confrontation with Spain 
and the Spanish the sharp division between ‘us’ and ‘them’ becomes so blurred 
as almost to disappear altogether. Both authors find themselves and their 
ancient greatness in the Other because this Other has inherited their “Arab 
characteristics”, in particular, their generosity and sense of hospitality. In the 
authors examined here, this ‘play of mirrors’ was intended to restore to the 
Arabs a spirit of national pride. It did so by demonstrating that in the past Arabic 
culture was more advanced than European culture. This, however, inevitably 
contributed to a kind of mythicizing of that period, which came to be seen as 
an epoch of indisputable greatness and tolerance. Today, the myth of al-Andalus 
together with that of Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn8 and the crusades, has become an instrument 
for nullifying all critical sense and creating instead a clear distinction, or rather 
counter-position, between East and West, between ‘us’ and ‘them’.

1. Travels in Spain and Travelogues 

At the beginning of his Riḥla, Zakī affirms with pride that he was the first of 
the Muslims and Egyptians of his generation to visit Spain (Zakī 2013, 225), 

7 There are numerous first-generation authors, including Aḥmad Shawqī, Jurjī Zaydān, Shakīb 
Arslān. Among the writers belonging to the succeeding generation, M. Darwīsh, Adonis, Raḍwà 
‘Ashūr, just to mention a few.
8 See Wien 2017, 35-47. 
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where he went in 1892. This claim is not totally accurate because some Muslims 
preceded him by a few years. In 1885 the Moroccan Muḥammad ibn ‘Abd al-
Qādir al-Kardūdī was chosen by the Sultan of Morocco to act as guide on an 
ambassadorial visit to Madrid and, on his return, he wrote an account (al-Tuḥfat 
al-Siniyya li l-ḥaḍra al-sharīfa al-ḥasaniyya bi l-Mamlaka al-Isbāniyya), in which 
he seemed more interested in providing details of the fortresses, arms and 
cannons than in describing the Mosque of Cordova, the Alcázar of Seville or the 
Alhambra of Granada (Pérès 1937, 42-51). In 1887, the Mauritian al-Shinqīṭī and 
the Tunisian al-Wardānī were both engaged by the Ottoman Sultan ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd 
to undertake a mission to Spain to study the Arabic manuscripts preserved there. 
Al-Shinqīṭī did not leave a travel account as such, but he wrote notes regarding 
the various manuscripts in Madrid, the Escorial, in Seville and Granada, and 
a poem from which transpires his feelings towards Spain. Al-Wardānī, on the 
other hand, wrote al-Riḥla al-andalusiyya which he published in the Tunisian 
newspaper al-Ḥāḍira between 1888-18909. 

Between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, only a few Muslims had 
visited Spain. For the most part, they were Moroccans on diplomatic missions 
such as al-Wazīr al-Ghassānī, who was himself of Andalusian origin. He was sent 
to Spain between 1690 and 1691 to negotiate the release of some Moroccan 
prisoners, to recover Arabic manuscripts and probably also to initiate peace 
treaties, as Pérès affirms (Pérès 1937, 7). He wrote Riḥla al-Wazīr fī iftikāk al-
asīr, an account in a highly nostalgic vein, upon his return home. According to 
Hermes, this is “one of the foundational Post-Reconquista Arabic Andalusiyyāt” 
(Hermes 2015, 2). 

Several decades later a similar mission saw the arrival in Spain of Aḥmad 
al-Ghazzāl who in 1766 went to the Spanish court to define the terms of a peace 
treaty and bring home some Arab texts. On his return to Marrakesh he also 
wrote an account, Natījat al-ijtihād f ī l-muhādana wa l-jihād. Some years later, 
Muḥammad Ibn ‘Uthmān al-Miknāsī, considered the “last” traveller before the 
Nahḍa (Matar 2006, 200), carried out a dual mission: the first, in 1779, to the 
court of Charles III (about which he wrote an accurate account al-Iksīr f ī iftikāk 
al-asīr)10; and the second, in 1791, to the court of Charles IV, which turned out to 
be less fortunate than the previous one11. 

These travel accounts came about as the result of official journeys and contain 
for the most part information about the political, social and economic conditions of 
the country. Nevertheless, the authors also show an interest in the way of life and 

9 Pérès 1937, 55-72; see also Paradela 2005.
10 See Matar 2006.
11 See Kilpatrick 2008; Matar 2006; Pérès 1937.
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customs of the Spaniards as well as in the monuments of the Muslim period and 
they dwell on the Arab features of the architecture. Both al-Ghazzāl and al-Miknāsī 
express their disappointment in seeing a country that was once Muslim and is 
now in the hands of Christians, and they repeat as a mantra “may God restore it to 
Islam” (Lewis 20012, 182). This exhortation betrays a sense of nostalgia for a lost 
country, that we shall find again not so much in Zakī’s text as in that of Farrūkh, 
almost by way of establishing a line of continuity within the genre of travel writing. 

2. Travel, Motivation and Itineraries 

Zakī was the Egyptian delegate at the IX international Congress of Oriental 
Scholars that was held in London in 1892. The visit was an official one, sponsored 
by the Khedive of Egypt, ‘Abbās Ḥilmī II. Besides London, the journey included 
many other stop-offs, among which was Spain. Muṣṭāfà Farrūkh’s journey, on the 
other hand, had a single goal: al-Andalus. This was a journey that Farrūkh had 
dreamed of from his childhood: “I was a child when I fell in love with that lovely 
country rooted in glory and splendid art” (Farrūkh 1982, 24). This was a passion 
that continued for the rest of his life. 

Zakī’s journey, therefore, was much longer, lasting six months, while Farrūkh’s 
took around a month. Consequently, Zakī’s travelogue extends over 300 pages 
compared to the barely 150 pages of Farrūkh’s. The latter, however, is enriched 
by 13 photographs and 15 sketches carried out on the spot. 

On 13th August 1892, Zakī left Cairo, arriving at the port of Brindisi. From there 
he travelled across Italy stopping off in the most important cities. Then, after 
spending just a few days in Paris, he crossed the English Channel, and reached 
London, his official destination. During the week of the Congress, Garden Parties 
(called such in the text) were organized in the afternoon and evening, after the 
various talks. Zakī considered these social events beneficial for body and mind, 
especially the last one, which was organized by Lord Amherst12 in his stately 
home, at a distance of four hours from London. Zakī compared it enthusiastically 
to “the palace of Alhambra at Granada during the Arab epoch of al-Andalus” (Zakī 
2013, 82). His journey did not end there, however, as he made the most of it 
by visiting other English cities, and even the region of Wales. Then, he returned 
to Paris, where he spent a month and was utterly fascinated by the beauties of 
Ville Lumière. Finally, he travelled through the South of France before reaching 
Spain. This was the longest part of the journey. Zakī spent three months in Spain, 
travelling far and wide: from Irún to San Sebastian, Pamplona and Saragossa 

12 Zakī specifies that this Lord Amherst was not the one who had governed India (Zakī 2013, 82).
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where, on the invitation of the Academia Juridico-Literaria, he spent ten days. 
He then passed through Castejón, Miranda del Ebro, Burgos and Ávila before 
reaching Madrid, where he spent a few days also visiting the nearby town of 
Toledo, then back to Madrid from whence he set off for Portugal. He spent the 
New Year in Lisbon and from there he visited Sintra, Coimbra and Porto before 
returning to Spain, visiting Salamanca and Madrid. After getting over a bout of 
influenza, he set off for al-Andalus: Seville, Granada and finally Cordova. After 
his return to Madrid, he visited Barcelona, the last stage in his journey through 
Spain, before reaching the South of France. He then went back to Italy, where he 
boarded a ship for Egypt. He returned home on February 14th, 1893.

Muṣṭāfà Farrūkh was a talented young artist who, after an initial stay in Rome, 
went to Paris in 1930 and, between July and August, had the opportunity of 
realizing his dream of visiting al-Andalus “a land full of inspiration, art and beauty” 
(Farrūkh 1982, 23). It was, in fact, the refined art of al-Andalus that inspired him 
to write the text dedicated to neglected Andalusian artists and, more generally, to 
lovers of art and beauty, as he wrote in the dedication of his Riḥla.

Farrūkh left Paris on July 17th, 193013. Like Zakī, he describes the changing 
landscape in the course of his journey through France. He arrived at Irún, passed 
Medina del Campo and Ávila and arrived in Madrid, where he stayed for a 
couple of days, also visiting Toledo, which is not very far from the capital, in the 
course of a day. He reached the heart of al-Andalus by train: he spent five days 
in Cordova, stayed for a week in Seville and finally got to Granada, where he was 
so impressed by its beauty that he stayed there for as many as 19 days. This was 
the last stage in his journey and in August 1931 he returned to Paris, where he 
wrote his Riḥla. However, it was not published until two years later, in 1933, in 
Lebanon, where the artist was to live for the remainder of his short life. 

3. Arrival as a Return 

Tired out after a twenty-four-hour train journey, Zakī recounts how he regained 
his strength as soon as he smelled the perfume of al-Andalus14: “I inhaled its 
breeze and admired its clear sky dotted with pearls like that of my own country” 
(Zakī 2013, 222). His thoughts went back to the epoch in which Spain was Muslim 
and he evoked the famous rithā’ al-Andalus by Abū l-Baqā’ al-Rundī (1204-1285), 
the elegy the Andalusian poet wrote after the fall of some important cities at 

13 He drew a sketch of his departure from the station of Quai d’Orsay (Farrūkh 1982, 41). 
14 He uses the term al-Andalus, while a few lines before, when the discourse is general, he uses 
Spain (Isbānya). He also provided other variations, such as Isfānya, in a note.
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the hands of Ferdinand III of Castile and James I of Aragon: in his poem al-
Rundī weeps for the passing of Islam in cities like Valencia15, Murcia16, and also 
Cordova17 and Seville18, where the mosques have become churches and all that 
can be seen are bells and crosses that foreshadow the disappearance of Islam 
from the Iberian peninsula19. 

It was already midnight when Zakī reached Irún, the first city in Northern 
Spain. Feeling exhausted, he took a room in a hotel where slept soundly until 
morning when he was awakened by the cries of children. He confesses that he 
felt as though he were back in Cairo since everything reminds him of his native 
city: the buildings, the shape of the windows and the narrow streets.

Farrūkh has the same sensation while he is immersed in the reading of a book 
on al-Andalus and the train approaches Madrid. He was so struck by the Spanish 
villages that he sketched them. [Fig. 1]. 

15 Valencia fell in 1238.
16 Murcia fell in 1243.
17 Cordova fell in 1236.
18 Seville fell in 1248.
19 See the translation, El Gharbi 2009.

Figure 1 – Spanish village amidst olive groves (Farrūkh 1982, 45)
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Indeed, he goes as far as to affirm that he was seized by the doubt that the 
train had deviated towards the Orient (Farrūkh 1982, 44). The resemblance 
was so strong that he felt as though he were between Homs and Baalbek, in the 
region of Syria and the Lebanon. The colour of the earth, the fields, the sky, the 
wind and the sun made him feel as though he was going back home. He adds that 
he has understood the reason that had led the Arabs on a military expedition to 
Spain and why they had stayed there for so long. It was, in fact, as though they 
had never left Syria (Farrūkh 1982, 45). When he arrives in Ávila he immediately 
compares it to the Syrian township of al-Suwayda for the colour of its black 
granite stone, the rough-hewn structure of its houses and the fact that it is 
surrounded by ancient olive trees (Farrūkh 1982, 45). 

The resemblance between Spain, which both Zakī and Farrūkh call al-Andalus, 
and the Arab world is evident to both of them. For Zakī, the Egyptian, it recalls 
Cairo and for Farrūkh, the Lebanese, some townships in Syria and the Lebanon. 
The arrival in Spain where the analogies are, perhaps, not even so evident as 
compared to the ancient Muslim capitals (Cordova, Seville and Granada) is, in 
fact, made much of, precisely to give the idea of arrival as a return home. From 
their words there transpires a strong sense of finding themselves in a familiar 
place, they talk about feeling as though they were in their own land, as having 
returned to what was dār al-islām.

Although they both use the terms “Arab period” and “Arab art”, meaning 
Muslim art and the Muslim epoch, their references are, in fact, to Spain under 
the Moors. In an article in honour of the Orientalist Francesco Codera, Zakī 
underlines the fact that Spain and Egypt are bound by a profound, and almost 
instinctively innate, feeling that goes back to the Moorish period20. 

4. Spaniards or Arabs…?

For the two authors retracing signs of Islam in Spain is not limited to architecture 
or art. In fact, they find these signs in every aspect of daily life, even in the 
physiognomy and behaviour of the people. Everything that they find positive 
they trace back to an Arabic source. 

Zakī, who, as we have seen, stayed in Spain for three months, was worried on 
his arrival by the fact that he did not speak Spanish. He comments that, although 
he had studied the grammar while he was in Paris, he was well aware that there 
was a huge difference between knowing the grammar of a language and speaking 
it. Indeed, among the goals that he had set himself for the journey and which he 

20 Zeki 1904, 458.
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achieved, he includes that of having learned the language of al-Andalus. When 
he was invited in Saragossa by the Academia Jurídico-Literaria to a sitting in his 
honour, he writes, with regret, that he had to address the assembly in French and 
in Italian. When, however, he was invited again by the President of the Academy, 
Pablo Gil y Gil21, to another sitting during which he was nominated as an honorary 
member, he decided to thank the audience in Spanish and he recounts that when 
he could not think of the correct terms in Spanish, he resorted to Italian or 
French. He adds that it was at Saragossa that he began to study Spanish and he 
never passed up a chance to practice it.

Zakī’s interest was not only in the spoken language. He comments at length 
on numerous linguistic and philological considerations in connection with the 
language called “aljamiado”22 and, more generally, combines reflections on 
Spanish terms derived from Arabic with long digressions on onomastics. In 
Portugal too, he dwells on various aspects of the Portuguese language and on 
differences between it and Spanish. Zakī exploited his propensity for languages 
in order to establish a direct contact with the Spaniards. He frequented the 
theatres and went to a bullfight on three occasions. He perfectly understood 
the spirit of the latter: no Spaniard, man or woman, would have ever renounce 
such a spectacle, he writes, adding that the toreadors, especially if they perish 
during a bullfight, are the most beloved men in the country. Early one morning 
in Lisbon, he was pleasantly struck by the sight of some women selling 
vegetables: their faces and forms were not dried up like those of European 
women, and they wore on their heads a roll of cloth like that used by Arab 
women (ḥawāyya), which allowed them to balance low-brimmed copper 
recipients on their head. Zakī saw in them broad beans, one of the typical 
Egyptian foodstuffs! (Zakī 2013, 231).

Knowledge acquired through direct acquaintance modified Zakī’s prejudices. 
Before coming to Spain, he had a negative outlook on the Spaniards. He 
considered them as fanatics, ill-disposed towards foreigners and, in particular, 
towards Arabs, probably an opinion based on the Spaniards of the Reconquista. 
Once he got to know them, his attitude was so positive that, at the end of his 
journey, he goes so far as to say that he prefers them to all the other people he 
met in the various European countries visited.

21 Zakī on this occasion gets to know the Orientalists Pablo Gil y Gil and Juliano Ribeira, with whom 
he maintained a long friendship. See Marín et al. 2009, 37.
22 This is a neo-Latin language (with Castilian, Aragonese and Valencian words) written in Arabic 
characters, called “aljamiado”. Zakī affirms that the term derives from al-a‘jamiyya (the language of 
the Barbarians, that is, of non-Arabs), and explains from a philological point of view how it became 
aljamiado. He adds that in Madrid and Saragossa he visited many libraries where he found numerous 
books written in this language (Zakī 2013, 227-228). 
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Farrūkh is of the same opinion. He finds similarities between the Spaniards 
and the Arabs not only in behaviour but also in appearance: Spaniards have 
the bronze skin and black eyes of the Arabs; they have an attractive smile and 
are friendly and hospitable even to people they do not know and he adds: “I 
feel this is a throwback to their Arab inheritance” (Farrūkh 1982, 47). He also 
finds evident traces of this Arab legacy in the abundance of the dishes served 
in Spanish restaurants as compared to those in Italy and above all in France, 
where they are far less abundant (Farrūkh 1982, 60). But he also finds that 
Islam has left its mark in less material ways: he has heard that Muslim customs 
have been preserved even in the way of praying of a community the faithful 
of which sit on the ground in the church raising their arms to heaven as the 
Muslims do. These devout people are called “Mozarabs” (mūzārāb) (Farrūkh 
1982, 57). The Spanish, moreover, have a jovial disposition and love their 
country and, in this connection, he relates how, on asking a Spanish youth 
directions for the National Museum in Madrid, the latter not only accompanied 
him there, but, after visiting the museum, took him round the city, pointing out 
to him statues and monuments. At the end of the long day, a Sunday, the youth 
made his farewells saying: “I hope, Sir, that when you have occasion to speak 
of Spain, you will have the best possible memories of it”. Farrūkh stresses that 
these words were for him a veritable lesson in patriotism (Farrūkh 1982, 48). 
In the course of his journey, as he gets closer to Granada, “the Acropolis of 
the Arabs” (Farrūkh 1982: 100), he finds so many similarities that he feels the 
need to state: “When I look at the face of a man I see [a man of the tribe] of 
the Qays and when he addresses me courteously I find in him the noble Arab 
characteristics of the Qaḥṭānī […]. By Allah, I am in my country among my 
people and my brothers” (Farrūkh 1982, 129). 

5. Towards the Heart of al-Andalus 

Zakī affirms that the city of Toledo, not far from Madrid, has preserved its Arab 
character intact over the course of time and the unfolding of the epochs as no 
Egyptian city has: the streets and the narrow, tortuous lanes ascend and descend 
so that “a person feels like that insect called a centipede [!]”. And, as far as the 
Arab monuments are concerned, “they leave one without the words to describe 
them” (Zakī 2013, 230). 

Farrūkh arrived at Toledo by train and on seeing the city, which enjoys a 
unique position – “it rises up on a hill embraced by the arms of the river Tago” 
– he seems to him that he can see again in his imagination the atrocities and 
bloodshed that took place there in the past. But the beauty of the place distracts 
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him from historical events and once he has crossed the Alcántara bridge 
– an Arabian construction like the rest of the bridges – he walks through the 
winding streets of Toledo where the Oriental-style houses seem to close in on 
him, Farrūkh exclaims that he is in the Orient or, rather, in a street in Sidon or 
Damascus! (Farrūkh 1982, 56). After having visited the house of El Greco, who 
Farrūkh calls erroneously a Spanish artist, he leaves the city which he declares 
it to be more beautiful than it is generally described to be and he sets off for 
the South from a small station on a very slow train that seems to prefigure the 
condition of degradation prevailing in al-Andalus: “I am going to the land of 
forgotten glory, perhaps visiting the dead is a warning to the living […] I am going 
on a pilgrimage to al-Andalus the land of lost glory” (Farrūkh 1982, 62). Farrūkh 
does not use the term pilgrimage (ḥajj) casually: it is one of the 5 pillars of Islam, 
and to go on a pilgrimage leads to a revitalization of the spirit. Furthermore, in 
classical Arabic literature, Granada is considered to be a land blessed by God and 
is often compared to Mecca, the goal par excellence for pilgrimage23. In Farrūkh’s 
vision, compared to Zakī’s, there is the further consideration of counter-posing 
the present and the past and he sees al-Andalus as having been great in the past 
but now neglected and abandoned to itself. 

It was sunset when Farrūkh reached Cordova: “We are in the capital of ‘Abd 
al-Raḥmān, in the centre of the Umayyad Caliphate of al-Andalus where the 
most elevated civilization of Europe flourished” (Farrūkh 1982, 66). He then 
asks rhetorically: “But what do we find?” A small city that resembles a village, 
he affirms, full of cafés with people drinking, playing cards or dozing. The 
inhabitants today, he observes, do not exceed 4,000 while in the Muslim period 
there were a million people and the city was an important centre for study 
(medicine, astronomy, philosophy, translations), with hospitals, libraries etc. 
everything was to be found there except laziness and ignorance (Farrūkh 1982, 
67-68). Penetrating further into the streets of Cordova he noticed the Arabic 
style in the structure of the city and of those houses that had a courtyard with an 
orange tree, a plant of jasmine and, in the centre, a fountain with flowing water 
that provided a sense of freshness against the heat.

Everything seems to recall the Arab world, even the women whose 
appearance is as beautiful as that of the Arab women. They have amber skin and 
black eyes and hair and use jasmine (a widely used plant both in the Maghrib 
and the Mashriq) as embellishment. Here women also cover their heads, putting 
a comb in their hair from which descends to their shoulders a white mantilla and 
they carry in one hand a fan which they wave lazily. Farrūkh was so pleasantly 
struck by these women that he drew a sketch of them [Fig. 2].

23 See Balda-Tillier 2014, 213-218.
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In the streets, ice-cream and lemonade vendors called out their wares so that 
they seemed to be Arabs, exclaims Farrūkh and, on reaching the street of the 
spices, he is reminded of “one of the streets of the Umayyad capital, Damascus” 
(Farrūkh 1982, 71). Further on he hears sounds and he can hardly believe 
his ears when he realises that an Arab song is being played on a phonograph 
and people are clapping their hands in time to the music. Once again, Farrūkh 
stresses the fact that he seems to be at home. Even the wide trousers worn by 
the Spaniards remind him of the sirwāl and he reiterates that the further South 
he goes, the stronger is the Arab imprint.

In his description of the mosque – the largest in the world – Farrūkh reaches 
elevated poetic tones, transmitting to readers the grandeur and the beauty 
of the building: on entering it, he finds himself faced with a forest of marble 
columns in different styles and colours. On the walls there are designs, incisions 
and engravings that he describes as wonders of art and creation, in emerald, 
vermillion and blue colours as bright as the light and the sky of the Orient. The 

Figure 2 – Andalusian women in the courtyard of an Arabic house (Farrūkh 1982, 70)
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Arabs had reproduced these masterpieces on the walls of their own buildings, 
creating an artistic effect of lines and colours the harmony of which is poetry 
in itself. From whatever angle the numerous lines of columns are observed one 
sees the wonderful miḥrāb, the supreme masterpiece (Farrūkh 1982, 76).

Zakī too was enthralled by the Cordova mosque and its miḥrāb. For him, this 
monument, clothed in a mantle of excellence, inspires a feeling of awe in the soul 
of the visitor making him feel as tangible the presence of a Creator worthy of 
adoration. The grandeur and artistic mastery of this mosque makes it a sacred 
place for a believer of any faith, affirms Zakī, who nevertheless cannot resist, as 
is his wont, from making a mathematical count of the marble columns which, 
he writes, are 1293, each with a different capital and base while the cupola is 
supported by 395 columns. The miḥrāb, he observes,

is made up of precious stones of various colours which change according to the angle 
they are viewed at: to the right can be seen colours with lights and forms and different 
combinations from those that can be seen to the left or if you stand in front of them 
and advance or step back. (Zakī 2013, 260)

Zakī employs an elevated style to describe the beauties of the Mosque of Cordova 
in order to underline his full appreciation of it, while Farrūkh, by contrast, after 
having praised the exalted artistic level and observed the play of light and shade 
of the columns, criticizes the wanton destruction perpetrated by the Christians 
after the Reconquista. Whoever enters today finds himself in total shadow, he 
writes regretfully, but not for lack of sunshine which is, on the contrary, plentiful 
in this country, but because those who dominated this place loved the darkness: 
they bricked up all the windows and closed hundreds of doors, blocking out the 
light (Farrūkh 1982, 79). 

Another obligatory stop was Seville, situated on the great river Guadalquivir. 
Zakī praises its excellent climate, which benefitted his own state of health. He 
visited Alcázar and its imposing minaret, used by the Arabs as an astronomic 
observatory but which is now a bell-tower. He notes that the houses, with a 
beautiful central courtyard and splendid trees, have an Arabic structure. Zakī 
celebrated the city in the words of some Andalusian poets who had exalted its 
merits (Zakī 2013, 235). 

Farrūkh reached Seville at night and got up early in the morning to explore it. 
He explains that the city is one of the largest in al-Andalus and that some of the 
houses are in the Arabic-Christian style while others are in the pure Arab style 
with beautiful gardens but, more generally, he stresses that the Arab imprint 
is present throughout the city and not only in the monuments but in the street 
names and in the in the appearance of the women who are pure Arabs. He 
also visited the minaret of the large Seville mosque, known as la Giralda, and 
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the Alcázar which, he explains, is in a different style from the monuments of 
Cordova and may be described as belonging to the artistic phase that Farrūkh 
refers to as transitional (intiqāl). Zakī distinguishes three distinct phases in the 
art of al-Andalus corresponding to three historical periods: the beginning or 
the nahḍa (rebirth); the transition; and the fall: the Mosque of Cordova belongs 
to the first period, the Alcázar of Seville to the second, and the art of Granada, 
where Arab civilization first flourished only to be buried in 1492, to the third. 
Farrūkh explains in detail that in that epoch the centre of civilization shifted 
from Cordova to Seville and, since art is the shadow of a country and follows it 
in its evolution and political, social and literary transformation, it mirrors the 
changes. He states that, compared to the Mosque of Cordova, the arch in the 
Alcázar of Seville has more movement and that the columns are different. The 
art of Cordova, with its great arches and placid decorations, denotes firmness 
and a god-fearing caution, while, by contrast, the art of Seville, with its sinuous 
curves, transmits lightness, poetry and luxury. The external aspect of the Alcázar 
is simple and, like all Arab buildings, gives no sign of the wonders contained 
within it and, in particular, the garden. Farrūkh compared this building to an 
Eden and regretted not having lived in that period (Farrūkh 1982, 92). 

Granada was the last stop in al-Andalus. Along the way there, Zakī found 
the landscape very similar to that of the Syrian-Palestinian area and, as he did 
in the case of Seville, he extols the wonders of Granada through the lines of 
Andalusian poets contained in the Nafḥ al-ṭīb by al-Maqqarī as well as recalling 
anecdotes and talented and ingenious people such as Abū ‘l-Qāsim [‘Abbās] 
Ibn Firnās (d. 887), who was the first in al-Andalus to make glass and counted 
among his “inventions” the discovery of the rudiments of flight (Zakī 2013, 
241). Granada was a unique centre for the progress of knowledge in every field 
and Zakī stresses how even the al-ifranj kings consulted the Arab and Jewish 
doctors of al-Andalus. He finds in every stone and in every wall clear traces of 
the grandeur and glory of this nation (umma) which, he suggests, the Egyptians 
would do well to take as a model (Zakī 2013, 239-241). Zakī also extols the 
tolerance of the Muslims towards the Spaniards, as “they left the defeated 
people their goods, their laws and their religions” without ever forcing them 
to convert to Islam, in striking contrast to what happened after the fall of 
Granada, when the papacy set up Inquisition tribunals, which perpetrated all 
kinds of violence and atrocities. King Phillip II expelled the remaining 600-
700,000 Muslims, although they were engaged in agriculture, business and 
industry and had no familiarity with arms. Zakī, in fact, goes on to affirm that 
during the Arab occupation they had rendered a great service to a country 
where the people were notorious for their laziness and lack of initiative, so 
that the expulsion of the Arabs represented a serious loss both for the country 
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and its inhabitants, who went from 40 to just 17,000.000 (Zakī 2013, 245). This 
position echoes that of Claude Farrère, who is quoted by Farrūkh. According to 
the French writer, al-Andalus had prospered during the Muslim period while 
its decline began with the arrival of the kings of Spain24.

Zakī, however, makes a distinction between the Spaniards of the period of 
the Reconquista and the Spaniards of the nineteenth century. His sense of Arab 
pride emerges in his interpretation of historical events where he emphasizes 
the respect and tolerance of the Muslims towards conquered peoples and 
their civilizing effect on the country, something that runs directly counter to 
the atrocities perpetrated by the Spaniards who, he specifies, burnt books 
and tortured innocent people. If the Spaniards of the fifteenth century were 
characterized by their intolerance and laziness, the Spaniards with whom he has 
came in contact in the course of his journey, on the contrary, are the result of the 
glorious presence of the Arabs: 

The Arabs have left in Spain numerous traces that are still visible today. They have 
created ordinances, laws, political and administrative systems that are still present 
today and they have influenced the character and customs of the Spaniards to the 
extent that I have seen in this people the character of the Arabs, their courtesy and 
generosity. (Zakī 2013, 247)

For this reason, Zakī has no hesitation in declaring that, of all the peoples he has 
met in Europe, the Spaniards are his favourite. In contrast to Farrūkh, for Zakī the 
passing of time and the various periods of domination have not encroached on 
the beauty and greatness of the country and he quotes the lines of an Andalusian 
poet: “[the] peninsula has not forgotten its beauty / with the passing epochs and 
changing situations” (Zakī 2013, 247).

If, for Zakī, the culmination of beauty was reached in the Mosque of Cordova, 
for Farrūkh it was the Alhambra that bore the crown for the perfection of its 
beauty that was due, in part, to its position that dominated Granada and made 
it unique in its kind. Farrūkh was not the first author to extol the position and 
natural beauties of Granada as we can find similar descriptions in Nafḥ al-ṭīb 
by al-Maqqarī and even earlier in Iḥāṭa f ī akhbār Gharnāṭa by Ibn al-Khaṭīb (m. 
1374)25. Farrūkh arrived at the Alhambra at dusk and his thoughts turned to 
the past when Granada was the capital and he re-evoked the deeds of the last 
Nasrid Sultans, including the anecdote of “the Moor’s Sigh”. Early next morning 
he returned to the Alhambra and decided to enter by the Gate of Justice. In 
passing through the garden, he saw a building in late Romanic, Baroque [sic] 

24 See Naef 2004, 255.
25 See Balda-Tillier 2014.
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style, horrible to behold and he wondered who had had the bright idea to put 
such a hideous construction in the midst of such a paradise? It was Charles V and 
in stating this Farrūkh, in the course of his description, persists in his attitude 
that hovers between unqualified admiration and deep regret not only for the 
subsequent interventions that have disfigured the original structure, making of 
it a kind of “Russian salad” (Farrūkh 1982, 107), but also for the air of neglect 
that hangs over the Alhambra in particular and al-Andalus in general. He has 
nothing but praise, however, for the beauties of the courtyard and garden and 
above all for their simplicity, which “is the secret of sublime art as the ancient 
Greeks knew it. As the latter said: ‘We love art in its natural, simple form’” 
(Farrūkh 1982, 108). The Ambassadors’ Hall, the one in which the decision 
was made to support Christopher Columbus’s expedition, charmed him: “I am 
swimming in the vast sea of the wonders of al-Andalus”; and he goes on to say 
that, confronted with such beauty, he is unable to write because the pen falls 
from his hand; and neither can he paint since his arrival at Granada, he adds, 
because his brush is unable to reproduce such a wonder26. 

His admiration grows when he glimpses between two columns a beautiful 
Andalusian with the face and complexion of an Arab woman, wearing a white 
mantilla and looking at him with languid eyes that hold a hint of sadness that 
makes her even more alluring. He sees in her a beauty among beauties and 
compares her to a Greek statue by Praxiteles or a painting by Leonardo da Vinci. 
This is the image of a woman that the architect had in mind when he designed 
all this, Farrūkh affirms confidently. He feels as though he is in a kind of Garden 
of Eden and, on leaving the Alhambra, he compares himself to Adam when he 
was driven from Paradise (Farrūkh 1982, 111). He is even more explicit when, 
appropriating a stereotype of the marvellous, he states: “Anyone who wants 
to see something from A Thousand and One Nights must visit the Alhambra” 
(Farrūkh 1982, 121). Again, taking an example from classical prose27, he defines 
the Alhambra as a real paradise and adds that those who constructed it were 
thinking of paradise as it is described in the Quran and that profane words 
cannot reproduce (Farrūkh 1982, 121).

26 In effect the Riḥla, as mentioned above, contains sketches done by Farrūkh in the course of his 
journey while there are only photographs of the Alhambra. But in the retrospective catalogue of 
an exhibition of his (2003), there are included four watercolors dated 1930: the Gate of Justice, the 
Entrance to the Abencèrages Hall, the Lindaraja balcony and the gardens of the Generalife, see Naef 
2014, 259.
27 The comparison with paradise is very frequent both in the Iḥāṭa of Ibn al-Khaṭīb and in the Nafḥ 
by al-Maqqarī. Thanks to its beauty and the good government operating in the city, Granada was an 
earthly paradise, see Balda-Tillier 2014. 
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As these examples make clear, both authors share an ambivalent attitude 
towards al-Andalus and the Spaniards. As mentioned above, Zakī finds similar 
traits between the Arabs and the Spaniards but he makes a distinction between 
contemporary Spaniards who have given him a warm welcome and those who, 
on the contrary, expelled the Arabs between the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries. At the beginning, Farrūkh extols the Spaniards, their hospitality and 
love of their homeland to the extent that he exhorts his fellow countrymen to 
take them as an example, but at the same time he is struck by the degradation 
into which the region – which he considers from a naturalistic point of view as 
a Paradise – has sunk. On observing the countryside, he writes that a Lebanese 
peasant would make this land the richest on earth. Farrūkh also regrets the 
degraded condition of the Arab monuments, not only as a result of successive 
interventions, but also because of the general neglect, dirty rooms and scripts 
rendered almost illegible because some of their characters have been erased 
precisely as a result of that neglect. With reference to the Alhambra, he recalls 
how the whole structure was abandoned and sacked for 150 years and then 
used as a prison and therefore prey to all kinds of depredation before becoming 
a refuge for the poor who lived in this increasingly degraded space. It was only 
in recent years that the Spaniards began to take an interest in it because they 
realized that it was a source of wealth. In fact, many tourists come to visit it 
(more than 300,000 Farrūkh specifies); so this renewed interest was a question 
of economic gain and certainly not one of artistic integrity. For Farrūkh, this 
factor could also be attributed to the influence of such writers as the American 
Washington Irving who published a text on Granada28, the French writers 
Chateaubriand29, Théophile Gautier30, Claude Farrère31, Gustave Le Bon32 and 
the artist Henry Regnault33 (Farrūkh 1982, 125).

28 In 1829, Irving published Chronicle of the Conquest of Granada and, in 1832, Tales of the Alhambra.
29 F.-R. de Chateaubriand, Les aventures du dernier des Abencérages, 1826.
30 Th. Gautier, Voyage en Espagne, 1843.
31 An officer in the Navy and a successful writer, Farrère supported the Ottoman Empire in the 
Balkan Wars and subsequently in the Kemalist movement. As a member of the Académie Française, 
he presented Les secrets de l’Espagne, l’Alhambra, published in 1930.
32 La Civilisation des arabes (1884), which has an extensive section devoted to al-Andalus and the 
Alhambra. 
33 After staying in Rome at the Villa Medici, Regnault (1843-1871) went to Spain and was struck by 
the Alhambra. In 1869, he left for Tangiers, where he painted Exécution sans jugement sous les rois 
maures de Grenade (1870, Musée d’Orsay).
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6. Art and the Nation 

Art, both for Zakī and for Farrūkh, constituted one of the cornerstones of every 
nation in that it is the tangible result of its history and, moreover, as Farrūkh 
repeatedly reminds his fellow countrymen (abnā’ qawmī), it is its monuments 
that make a nation (umma) immortal (Farrūkh 1982, 26). He quotes the examples 
of the Acropolis of Athens and the Pantheon of Rome as cases in point. It was for 
this reason that he felt impelled to publish the notes he wrote on his journey to al-
Andalus, where Arab art had reached the apex of its grandeur. It was, therefore, a 
feeling of national pride that inspired the two authors to describe al-Andalus, the 
cradle of Arab civilization, as Farrūkh affirms. They both wanted to show their 
fellow countrymen, whether Egyptians or Lebanese, how great Arab civilization 
had been in the past, reaching a higher level than European civilization and 
showing that it was from Muslim Spain that certain ideas and knowledge 
spread throughout the rest of Europe. By making their countrymen aware of 
the grandeur of the art of al-Andalus represented for both the authors a way of 
instilling in the Arabs of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries confidence in 
themselves and their ability to recoup the Arab genius. 

Farrūkh’s interest in art was undoubtedly linked to his own training and 
the fact that he was considered a pioneer of contemporary Arab art. Zakī and 
Farrūkh had different backgrounds – the first was an intellectual, the second an 
artist – and they belonged to different generations. But for both it was clear that 
all the Arabs had to reassess their ancient heritage if they were to rediscover 
their strength and creativity. 

When, during their travels, the two authors visited other important European 
capitals, they always appreciated their art and monuments, conscious as they 
were of how strong a link exists between history and art. Both Zakī and Farrūkh 
make analogous considerations regarding the vision of history in the Arab world 
and, above all, of the great men who fought and died for the nation. In Italy, 
after visiting Rome with its numerous squares, monuments and statues, Zakī 
comments how important such monuments and statues of illustrious men are 
for the inhabitants of the whole nation, from the aristocracy to the populace, 
because it is through them that the people get to know the deeds of the great men 
who have contributed to the greatness of the country and he adds, with regret, 
that this does not happen in Egypt, where no consideration is given to those 
responsible for great enterprises: it is right and fitting that the Egyptians should 
understand that by honouring with monuments those who have served the nation 
and so making their memory immortal, is one of the principal motivations for a 
rekindling of the spirit and a renewed courage to carry out great undertakings 
for the benefit of the nation (Zakī 2013, 37).
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When Farrūkh was in Madrid and visited the Prado museum he appreciated 
those artists who used their brushes to make immortal the glorious history of 
their country; while wandering through the streets of the city he affirmed that he 
preferred the squares with the largest number of statues because “I felt immortal 
thanks to these heroes and great men” (Farrūkh 1982, 52), who urged the nation 
ahead towards progress. Echoing Zakī, he adds that “this sense of immortality 
is completely ignored in the Orient where once a man dies he is forgotten no 
matter what his greatness and his qualities might have been” (Farrūkh 1982, 53). 
As he goes on to argue, this provides a further reason why we should pay more 
attention to our historical heritage, using the same concepts as those countries 
where the idea is maintained, because it is a window from which one can see the 
light and the glory of the past. 

The consideration of ancient history and the great figures who contributed 
to the glory of the nation began to become diffuse towards the end of the 
nineteenth century and probably a notable influence on it were the theories of 
Gustave Le Bon. Unlike many of his contemporary intellectuals, Le Bon, in his 
Civilisation des Arabes, gives a positive judgment of the Arab civilization and tries 
to understand the reasons for its present decline, which he traces back to the 
absence of a strong leader capable of guiding “the masses”. In his Riḥla, Farrūkh 
explicitly endorses Le Bon’s idea that Arab art is the highest expression of Arabic 
civilization. Therefore, according to Farrūkh (and also Zakī), the palm among the 
peoples who have embraced Islam: Persians, Turks, etc., goes to the Arabs. Both 
travellers see art, therefore, as l’esprit de son époque, to use Le Bon’s terminology. 

But, there is still one more point in common in the vision of the two authors, 
linked to their conception of art and history in relation to the West in the 
nineteenth century. Zakī stresses that, although foreign ideas are certainly 
important on the road towards rebirth, they should not be considered the only 
point of reference for each Arab country, which must develop according to its 
own possibilities and unite with the other Arab countries on the road towards 
progress (Zakī 2013, 37). Zakī presented a paper on art to the Societé khédiviale 
d’économie politique on 18th January 1913, in which, after analysing the greatness 
of ancient Muslim art and its influence on Europe, he examined the reasons for 
its present state of decline and suggested solutions for a régénération artistique. 
In short, for Zaki, any attempt to slavishly follow the progress of the West would 
lead to a hybridization devoid of value and far removed from the original spirit 
of the Orient (Zéki 1913, 20).

Farrūkh is of the same opinion when he affirms: “the Arabs didn’t copy [the 
arts of other civilizations] in a mechanical, sterile way but, on the contrary, they 
appreciated them and gave them back to the world in a beautiful Oriental garb 
wherein can be found the Arab spirit” (Farrūkh 1982, 29-30). However, this 
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creative process seems to have been interrupted and Farrūkh’s fear is that the 
originality and characteristics of the Arab civilization have also been lost with it. 
He is even more explicit in another text of his in which he affirms: 

We do not contribute to the development of civilization nor do we make it bear fruits. 
We use the radio, the television and the telephone all of which have been invented by 
minds in the West without any contribution or effort on our part. Our position in life 
is like that of someone who sits down at a table and eats that which others have made 
the effort to prepare. (Naef 2014, 261) 

Modern times, which for Zakī were the end of the nineteenth century and for 
Farrūkh the thirties of the twentieth century, were, in any case, periods of 
decadence from which it was necessary to emerge. They both believed that a 
rebirth of Arab civilization could not come about by slavishly accepting Western 
progress but by reinterpreting it in the Arab spirit. To this end, art was the 
foundation stone of any attempt to bring about such a rebirth and the form 
whereby they envisaged this was to instill in all Arabs the sense of an Arab Nation. 

There is, however, a difference in the approach of the two authors. Unlike 
Farrūkh, Zakī is not nostalgic but didactic. He recalls the events of the past, he 
extols the tolerance of the Arabs as opposed to the intolerance of the Christians 
of the Reconquista with the intention of conveying to his fellow Egyptians the 
ancient grandeur of Moorish Andalucía so that they might use it as a model based 
on the importance of science (‘ilm) and knowledge (‘irfān). In that period in al-
Andalus, in fact, Zakī emphasizes, everyone studied and even an ignorant person 
(jāhil) strove to distinguish himself in his work. In the mosques all kinds of 
science were read with the objective of illuminating minds as European scientists 
do today (Zakī 2013, 241). Once again, the comparison is with Europe, but Zakī 
shows that the way forward is not the exclusive prerogative of the West but 
rather a path that had already been followed by the Arabs, who were pioneers in 
promoting the expansion of knowledge. 

In Farrūkh’s Riḥla the continual recall to past glory, which is implicit in 
the very title of his Riḥla, transmits a nostalgic sentiment towards ancient 
grandeur34, and his attitude towards the Spaniards is more related to the past 
than the present. While he sees in them the ancient tribes of the Qays, Zakī has 
an actual connection with them in reality. He learns Spanish, a feat that not only 
allows him the possibility of having a direct connection with the Spaniards but 
makes him feel proud, when he manages to make a speech in Spanish, because he 
feels he is keeping high the name of his own country, Egypt.

34 It was, precisely in those years (between the two World Wars), that this nostalgic sentiment 
became preponderant in the work of many Arab writers, see Wien 2017, 48-79.
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Farrūkh’s travelogue, written a generation after Zakī’s, demonstrates a 
greater sense of the international forces at work in which colonialism was, by 
then, a reality. The Lebanon and the whole region of Bilād al-Shām were under 
French mandate and it was only after the Second World War that Lebanon and 
Syria became independent. The nostalgia transmitted by Farrūkh, although 
justified by the historical context, seems to open the way to an atemporal and 
acritical interpretation of history. That nostalgic vision of a land that one felt 
as one’s own is nowadays being exploited by various fundamentalist groups to 
affirm themselves although they do not have any link to the history of a Caliphate 
that stretched from al-Andalus to Asia.
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